
Introduction

Our modern society runs on electricity. The major-
ity of our energy sources used to generate electricity
threaten the survival of human society by increas-
ing atmospheric and oceanic levels of carbon, dis-
turbing the global climate (Hill 1979, Hegerl 2005,
Myles et al. 2019). Many power sources have been
considered and employed to some extent to tran-
sition global power consumption away from coal,
methane, and other power sources that produce en-
vironmentally harmful waste gasses.

Solar power has seen a rise in use as the cost
per kilowatt has fallen (cf. Reichelstein & Yorston
2013), but solar can only work when the sun shines.
Wind power is similarly inconstant, and most other
power sources such as hydroelectric or geother-
mal cannot sustain grid consumption (e.g. Bar-
bier 2002). Nuclear power is the only non-carbon-
emitting technology that can be used at all times
to match grid demand with significant power out-
put, but it is expensive and there are fears about its
safety. The grid, although supplemented by renew-

able energy, still relies on coal and methane pow-
ered electric generation for their ability to run con-
tinually. Any replacement power source would have
to similarly be able to run at any time with suffi-
cient power output.

In this brief white paper we describe a machine
that generates electricity using two common devices
(the steam engine and the air/ground-source heat
pump), to extract energy from the environment.

Air/ground-source heat pumps are notoriously
efficient, with measured coefficients of performance
(COP, Eq. 1 with numerator = heat, denomina-
tor = electric power) consistently in the range of
200− 400% (Wood et al. 2009, Wu 2009, cf. Gurin
2008, Shaw 1999).

COP =
Energetic output

Energetic input
(1)

Heat pumps function not by creating heat but
by extracting it from another source through appli-
cation of Gay-Lussac’s law, enabling a COP> 100%
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(e.g. Crosland 1961).
We now turn to steam-powered electrical gen-

eration (e.g. Smith 2005, Bloomfield 1976, Yan-
none & Reuther 1978). Kaviri et al. (2013) finds
a net plant efficiency of 49%, and GE reports that
they have achieved 63% efficiency (in combined cy-
cle power plants).

This white paper aims to combine these de-
vices to produce a hypothetical machine (called the
parthenogenerator; hereafter, PTG) that has net
COP> 100% by turning ambient temperature into
electrical power.

Formulated design

The PTG in its most basic form would consist of an
air compressor and a steam turbine, with the neces-
sary immobile structures to contain the pressurized
air and steam. The compressor would continuously
pressurize the air and in doing so multiply its tem-
perature. Heat would then conduct through the
walls of the containment vessel into the water and
steam. The air would then be released out a valve
back into the atmosphere, and upon returning to
the lower pressure would be frigid.

The steam containing the heat energy from the
air would go through a process identical to that
which coal, nuclear, and natural gas power plants

use, with some of the resulting electrical power go-
ing to power the air compressor. Surplus energy
would be exported.

For grid-scale purpose built facilities a turbine
could be used to compress the air. At the air out-
let another turbine could generate energy, all of
which could be transmitted back to the pressurizing
turbine to mitigate the energy need. The turbine
for the purpose of generating electrical power could
also port the remaining needed energy to the pres-
surizing turbine mechanically, erasing the need for
an electrical motor to power the pressurizing tur-
bine and the inefficiencies that arise from convert-
ing kinetic energy to electric and back again.

This system bankrupts its environment of ther-
mal energy, and so utilizing the waste heat from
industrial processes would create a symbiotic rela-
tionship. Only at very large scale would worries
about thermal depletion of the environment be a
concern as air intakes could be placed far from the
outlet, and there could be many of each for one
system. If necessary heat could be taken from bod-
ies of water or the ground. Structures to trap heat
from the sun such as a greenhouse could increase
the efficiency of the PTG by slightly preheating the
air.

Fig. 1 Diagram of exergy

Hypothetical efficiency

Consider a system as described simply in Fig. 1.
Let ε represent the efficiency of any given part, and
have εP represent the heat pump, and εG repre-

sent the generator. There is a measure of efficiency
εG→P for the transmission of electric power from
the generator to the heat pump, and an efficiency
εP→G for the transmission of thermal energy follow-
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ing the opposite path. We choose a fraction χ of the
generator’s power to store in a battery (or export
to a grid). Consider now an initial input of electri-
cal energy E0 (measured in joules) and without loss
of generality assume 100% efficiency of the input of
this electricity to the heat pump (i.e. E0 = εiEi for
some entry energy Ei and efficiency εi).

Then we have the internal energy after K cycles:

E(K) =
(
E0εPεP→GεGχεG→P

)K
(2)

And the exergy

Ξ(K) =
(
E0εPεP→GεG(1− χ)εG→P

)K
(3)

Thus the produced energy

B(K) =

K∑
j=1

(
E0εPεP→GεG(1− χ)εG→P

)j
. (4)

At cycle K, the net engine efficiency is
Ξ(K)/E0 ∝ EK−1

0 . Assuming χ = 0.5, εP = 4,
εG = 0.63, we derive that εG→PεP→G = 0.79K if
we want a COP of 100%. If the product is any
greater then the net generator efficiency is greater
than 100%, allowing us to turn ambient tempera-
ture into electricity. As an example, for K = 10,
this value must be above 0.99%, an easy ask.

Clearly, at some point the machine will vent the
excess energy. In this case we simply yield a greater
exergy Ξ(K) to keep E(K) = E(K + 1), essen-
tially implementing an E(K)-dependent χ. Once
the power generation facility reaches its capacity
all further energy will be exported.

Assume that the product of the unknown ineffi-
ciencies is consistently 80% (a reasonable estimate),
and define χ(K) = 0.9K . Then let E0 = 1 joule

and see that B(10) =
∑10

j=1(1.26 · 0.9j · 0.8)j ≈
2.27 joules. Now let E0 = 10 joules so that
B(10) ≈ 718, 589 joules. Finally, E0 = 100 yields
B(100) ≈ 3.1× 1015 joules.

Conclusion

The capacity to generate electricity recursively via
greater-than-100% efficiency may become vital in

the future as more companies and cities move to-
wards renewable energy sources, or may prove cost
efficient enough to out-compete methane and coal
fired power plants. Whilst research has yet to be
done on a physical implementation of these designs,
the prospects are bright. The PTG is scale-able and
would function consistently across differing condi-
tions and locations. The PTG could be used as
a mainstay for grid production, as an off-the-grid
small scale generator, or as an energy source for
ships that could preclude the need to refuel.

This system is limited in that without parts of
a certain efficiency it will not be energy positive.
Presently the issue comes from the low efficiency
of small scale heat to electricity converters such
as small steam turbines, but future development
should yield higher efficiency designs and increased
performance in other domains can compensate for
the low performance of turbines.
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